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An Improved Shape for Hermetic Compress or Housings

David c. Lowery, Research Engineer
Tecumseh Products Company, Research Laborato ry
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

ABSTRACT
An improved acoustic design for a hermetic
compress or shell has been develope d. The
entire shell'su rface is describe d by a
single mathema tical expressio n which
insures that there are no disconti nuities
in either the surface or its curvatur e.
The curvatur e of the improved housing is
maximize d within the geometri c constrai nts
of the size of the interior pumping
mechanism and the specifie d maximum outside dimensio ns. The resultin g housing,
in the case of a small refriger ation
compress or, has natural frequeni ces about
one octave higher than exist in conventional housings . These higher resonant
frequenc ies coupled with proper acoustic
design of the rest of the compress or can
result in signific antly lower sound power
levels.

INTRODUCTION
Compress ors transmit sound in many ways:
through connecti ng tubes, through the
mounting feet and through the air: but the
major sound radiator is the compress or
housing. Two methods are availabl e to
lower such housing radiatio n. The first
involves reducing the amount of energy
which reaches the shell by making improvemen ts to the compress or inside the
housing. However, as Figure l shows,
there are a number of intercon nected paths
through which sound energy can reach the
housing, and determin ing which componen t
or path is signific ant to the overall
sound level can be a difficul t task.

INCLUDING VAL VING
FIGURE 1. SOUND TRANSMIS SION
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modes, the housing vibrates as a rigid body
with no deformat ion from its "static" shape.
In this mode, relative ly large amounts of
energy are required to sustain the housing
vibratio n. Sound problems in this frequency range are usually associat ed with
large forces, for example, those produced
by a resonanc e of the refriger ant within
the housing cavity. Because the housing
is softly supporte d in order to reduce
vibratio n transmis sion, its inertia controls the amount of rigid body motion.
Once the onset of bending modes is reached,
the second ·form of housing radiatio n
begins. At these frequenc ies the housing

The second approach is to improve the
housing by reducing its response to the
sound energy reaching it. The housing has
long been recogniz ed as a signific ant
influenc e on compress or sound radiatio n
[l-2] and attempts have been made to find
quieter housings [3-5]. In general, the
housing responds in two distinct modes.
At frequenc ies below the onset of bending
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deforms from its "static" shape into other
shapes described by "resonance 'modes".
These modes require much less energy to
sustain and, therefore, account for most
of the compressor sound problems. This
type of sound problem has also proven to
be the most difficult to solve. This paper
presents a housing design philosophy that
shifts the resonance modes up in frequency,
thereby eliminating an entire range of
sound problems.
REDUCED HOUSING RESPONSE
Figure 1 represents a simplified description of the noise transmission paths for
a hermetic compressor·. Each path can be
described as a filter with a frequency
response function relating the output
sound or vibration to the input. In the
case of a housing, the inputs are the
forces and pressures exerted on the housing by the internal mechanism, and the
output is the sound radiated by the shell.
Because this is a complicated system with
both localized and distributed inputs,
the mechanical transfer function relating
shell motion to individual localized
forces is usually- used to represent the
frequency response of the housing. It
has been well established that the high
frequency noise problems occur at the
resonance frequencies of the mechanical
transfer function, Two methods are
generally available to reduce the mechanical response of the housing:
(ll
additional damping and (2) additional
stiffness. Added damping works to reduce
the response at ,the resonance frequencies
where the noise problems occur, but while
it reduces the amplitude of the resonance
peak, it also broadens the frequency r~nge
where the resonance mode is important.

INCREASED HOUSING STIFFNESS
Ideal shapes such as the sphere and the
ellipsoid have long been recognized as good
housing shapes [5) but are usually too
large with excessive surface area at sizes
which will enclose the pumping mechanism.
On the other hand, conventional housings
have conformed closely to the shape of the
inner mechanism and have usually been
straight-sided cylinders, often with
elliptical horizontal sections. In contrast to the ideal shapes, conventional
housings have had little extra internal
volume or external surface area.
The stiffness of compressor housings can
be improved by increasing their curvature
(reducing their radii of curvature). For
straight-sided cylindrical housings the
most effective method of adding curvature
is to radius the flat sides resulting in
the "barrel" structure shown in Figure 2.
The stiffness of the barrel shape can be
further increased by eliminating the abrupt
changes in radius of curvature that occur
at the "blend-points" shown in Figure 3~
Such "blending" is common in conventional
housing design, but is riot present in
spheres and ellipsoids. When considering
their strength, compressor housings are
usually modeled by thin shell theory
which ignores bending stresses. Flligge
[6] points out that thin shell theory
predicts two different stress states at
the blend point depending upon which
radius of curvature is used. In real
housings bending stresses resolve this
VERTtCAL
CENTERLINE

Increased stiffness se-rves. to increase the
frequency of the resonance modes while
reducing the response below the first
resonance frequency. This increases the
frequency of the sound problems associated
with bending modes to an area where there
is less energy available to excite them.
The result is a drop in the sound level
across the frequency band extending from
the lowest natural frequency of the "soft"
housing to the lowest natural frequency of
the "stiff" housing. At these higher
frequencies the resonance modes should
also be spaced farther apart which can
cause additional reductions in the sound
level. Acoustic treatments are also more
effective at high frequencies. Because
increased stiffness raises the frequency
for the onset of sound problems, and
thereby reduces their frequency range, it
should be considered before undertaking
more costly measures such as increased
damping.

FIGUR£ 2. SECTtON OF AXISYMMETRIC "BARREL-
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be of reasonable size while still providing
sufficient clearance for the internal mechanism, (2) maintain the maximum possible
curvature over the entire surface and (3)
follow a shape that insures that the curvature of the surface varies smoothly with
no discontin uities. These goals can be
realized by modifying the equation of an
ellipsoid to include higher-ord er terms.
The result is an equation that describes
the entire surface with mathemati cally
continuous derivative s at all levels, thus
insuring that the curvature function is
also continuous and that discontinu ity
stresses do not become a problem. The
higher-ord er terms essentiall y square up
the housing shape making it practical in
terms of maximum size, volume and surface
area.
There are a number of additional advantages
to a mathemati cal descriptio n of the housing. First, the housing is precisely
defined over the entire surface. In designs employing compound curvature, care
must be taken to specify one radius to
define a generating curve and then to
specify a centerline around which this
curve is swept. Specifying only two
radii on the major sections can define two
ambiguous surfaces depending upon which
radius is used first. With a mathemati cal
descriptio n of the surface any point on
the surface can be calculated exactly. A
second advantage is that other housing
parameters such as curvature, surface area
and volume can be calculated . The properties of various designs can then be compared, for example, to maximize curvature
or minimize surface area. In this way
maximum curvature can be obtained while
providing sufficien t clearance to the
internal mechanism . It is also possible
to perform "sensitivi ty" studies to determine which constraint s have the greatest
influence on various housing properties .
Modificati on of important constraint s
might then be considered in order to design a stiffer housing.

RADIUS 3

+_...____ ___
RADIUS 1

---J..._

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL SECTIONS OF CONVENTION AL
HERMETIC COMPRESSOR HOUSINGS

conflict but result in a higher state of
stress than in a thin shell. The higher
stresses lead to higher deflection s within
the housing which finally result in a
housing with lower stiffness. The stiffness, therefore, can be increased by
replacing the abrupt changes in curvature
with smooth, continuous changes which
result in lower bending stresses. The
housing can then be accurately modeled
by thin shell theory because it more
closely follows "stress streamline s". The
stiffest shell is achieved by maintainin g
smooth variation in the curvature while
also maximizing the curvature over the
entire surface of the housing.

EXAMPLE HOUSINGS
Figure 4 shows a convention al housing for
a compressor family that covers a capacity
range of 200 to 800 BTU/hr (59-230 watts).
These housings are approxima tely 7.7 inches
(20 em) long by 6.1 inches (15 em) wide
and range in height from 6.5 inches (17 em)
for the lower capacities to 8.0 inches (20
em) for the higher capacities . Figure 5
shows an improved design housing for a new
family of compresso rs designed to cover
the capacity range of 200 to 400 BTU/hr
(59-120 watts). It is smaller than the
convention al housing having dimensions of
only 6.4 x 5.9 x 6.0 inches (16 x 15 x 16
em). Becaqse of its smaller size alone,
it should have natural frequencie s somewhat
higher than the convention al housing.

NEW HOUSING DESIGN
In order to provide maximum stiffness, a
viable compresso r housing design must (1)
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Figure 6 shows another improved housing
designed to enclose the same compress or as
the conventi onal housing. It is slightly
larger than the conventi onal housing having dimensio ns of 8.0 x 6.8 x 8.0 inches
(20 x 17 x 20 em) and is able to handle
compress ors with capaciti es up to 1000
BTU/hr (290 watts).

Figure 4

Point accelera nce measurem ents (acceler ation/fo rce) were taken at the centers of
the side, end and top of each housing using
an impact techniqu e, in order to find the
lowest natural frequenc y of each shell.
Figure 7 shows the accelera nce of the side
of the conventi onal housing (Figure 4) and
shows that the lowest natural frequenc y is
near 1750 Hz. Figure 8 gives the accelerance of the end of the new small housing
(Figure 5) where the lowest natural
frequency occurs. The lowest natural mode
for this improved housing is now over 3930
Hz, more than twice that of the conventional housing. Figure 9 gives the
accelera nce of the side of the new larger,
improved housing shown in Figure 6. Here
the lowest natural frequenc y is near 3650
Hz, again over twice the frequenc y of the
conventi onal housing. Although this
housing is slightly increase d in size, the
goal of signific antly raising the natural
frequenc ies of the shell through increase d
stiffnes s has been accompli shed.

Figure 5

The effect of increase d stiffnes s and
natural frequenc ies on compress or housing
sound radiatio n can be seen in Figures 10
and 11. Figure 10 shows the sound level
comparis on between conventi onal compress ors
and the new small compress or which uses
the housing shown in Figure 5. The increase in natural frequenc y has resulted
in a similar increase in the frequenc y of
the major noise problem from the 1000 Hz
1/3-octa ve band up to the 2500 Hz band.
The sound power levels of the 1000 through
2000 Hz bands have all dropped significantly. Above the 3150 Hz band, smaller
reductio ns have also been achieved , but it
must also be remember ed that this comparison is between two differen t
compress ors and some reductio ns may be the
result of differen ces other than the housing.
Figure 11 presents another comparis on
between four compress ors first tested in
the conventi onal housing of Figure 4 and
then retested in the improved housing of
Figure 6. The only modifica tion other
than the housing was to the suspensi on
system in order to allow the compress or
to fit into the new housing. Again, a
large drop in the sound power level was
recorded in the 1250 through the 2500 Hz
1/3-octa ve bands. This correspo nds to the
frequenc y range below the new resonanc e
frequenc ies and is the result of increase d
housing stiffnes s. Smaller reductio ns at

Figure 6
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higher frequencies may be the result of a
lower number of resonance modes in this
frequency range.
CONCLUSIONS
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A method has been demonstrated that reduces
sound radiation from hermetic compressor
housings by increasing housings stiffness.
The stiffness is increased by maximizing
the effective curvature (reducing the radii
of curvature) while simultaneous ly
maintaining a smooth, continuous variation of curvature over the entire housing
surface. For small refrigeratio n compressors the result is an increase in the
lowest natural frequency of the compressor
shell of over one octave. While this
improvement in housing design cannot solve
all compressor sound problems, the frequency increase for the natural modes
reduces the range of major sound problems.
It shifts them to higher frequencies where
other sound reduction efforts are more
effective.
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